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1

harvesting pears

the poem comes when it comes
allowing one firm yet gentle tug
no more

ivo Drury



2

grains of sanD

How old
are these sand grains;
how much longer have I?

steve shultz



3

sleep apnea

Her husband’s breath
sawing her sleep into segments

JuDith steele



4

elastic shaDows

Elastic shadows merge to knit
the night, embracing the universe
in shimmering glowworm sighs as
lonely opal moon watches mesmerized …

smita sriwastav



5

truce

You had
the last laugh
and I have
the sunset.

Jane Davitt hewey



6

you saiD this was one of your pet peeves

I write in books — It’s
romantic having my words so
close, arrows closing the distance —
comment, imitate, glorify or burn.

alicia Banaszewski



7

Death & me

When I was orphaned
He said to me,
There’s no-one between
Death and thee.

alex Barton



8

girls

Their entry, a flock of starlings
one movement
in all directions

agatha Beins



9

listening for it...

…the kind of silence
  only attics can hear

unnamed
  and unnamable

megan hall



10

philaDelphia

Thirty years have passed.
Returning to my birthplace —
bright lights reveal the present.

c D sinex



11

last DecemBer

I know of a lonely night
where I wrap myself in sheets
and fall asleep with
the last December lights

lim meng ying



12

irony

I saw a Jesus Lizard
dead in the snow
frozen and face down
like he was hung from the moon.

John gooDhue



13

winter surf

Knocked down, spinning, tumbling,
Terrified; for that briefest moment
I was part of its war against the shore.

Jeremiah Durick



14

gravity

The pull of gravity
on the elderly
is the sound of earth calling
come back, come back to me.

r. m. rousseau



15

hunting season

Sun crawls across meadows
echoing gunfire.
A hawk cries, swooping between
oak limbs, as swallows carve halos.

mike aspros



16

holDing on

I found your leather glove
buried in slush, the one
you slipped your hand from
when I wouldn’t let go.

laurie kolp



17

ennui

To prepare for something inconsequential
That only Time repeats indefinitely
You won’t notice it yet
But how flightingly you will

lim meng ying



18

inch ant sharing my campsite, 

I’m watchful of your mandibles,
as you regard my towering trunks.
Respect doesn’t necessarily
make us cosy bed-fellows.

max merckenschlager

rocky river kangaroo islanD



19

helix

I want to share my chromosomes with you. I want
your DNA unwinding, nestling in along mine;
love me
molecularly.

reilly hannigan



20

Breathing chilDren

Breathing children
make me happy;
I still worry

steve shultz



21

seconD serve

the tentative re-do
itself a catalyst for the deadly double
yet
who’s lived without faults

ivo Drury



22

colD nostalgia

Moonlight bathes the cranberries
nestled in their boggy beds.
The winter wind caresses
tart memories of my New England youth.

sarah provonche



23

BreaDcrumBs

in deep snow
the homeless
waiting in line
for the soup kitchen

tracy DaviDson



24

a note

Dear Universe:
thank you for graciously loaning
this collection of atoms.
I’ll return them soon.

r. m. rousseau



Mike Aspros lives on the edge of Forest Park. His poetry has appeared in Audubon’s The Warbler and The 
Grove Review.

Alicia Banaszewski is a poet and playwright frolicking and serving breakfast in Kalamazoo, Michigan. She 
has poems forthcoming in The Light Ekphrastic.

Alex Barton was born and raised in Kenya but has lived for most of the past decade in France and Ireland. 

Agatha Beins teaches at Texas Woman’s University, revels in the dirt at a local farm, and bicycles around 
Denton. You can find her work in Devil’s Lake, Newfound, Blackbird, and The Laurel Review.

Tracy Davidson lives in Warwickshire, England, and enjoys writing poetry and flash fiction. Her work has 
appeared in various publications, including Modern Haiku, Mslexia, Atlas Poetica, Moonbathing, Robbins, and 
Notes from the Gean.

Ivo Drury workshops words in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

J. K. Durick is presently a writing teacher at the Community College of Vermont and an online writing tutor. 
His recent poems have appeared in Third Wednesday, Steam Ticket, and Big River Poetry Review.
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John Goodhue is a student who studies ways to write creatively at a college somewhere within the Pacific 
Northwest. He enjoys dumpster diving and drinking gin, playing music, and writing about things that don’t matter.

Megan Hall lives with her husband in Jacksonville, Florida, and is expecting her first child. She is studying to 
become an English teacher and was recently published in the Fall 2012 issue of Digital Americana.

Reilly Hannigan Reilly Hannigan is a biology-turned-English major at Western Washington University. She 
has no idea where she’ll be in five years, and is utterly thrilled by that fact.

Jane Davitt Hewey writes poems and essays atop the round eighty-year-old oak table her grandfather built 
before she was born. Living in Seattle, Washington, she wakes up to beauty every morning.

Laurie Kolp likes to find inspiration outside with a camera in one hand, pad and pencil in the other. She is 
married with three children and lives in Southeast Texas. 

Lim Meng Ying is a writer from Singapore. She is an avid escapist into the fantasy fiction genre, and the 
pleasure derived from reading has taken itself into writing poetry of her own.

Max Merckenschlager has a solar-powered home on land he’s revegetated with his wife, Jacqui, to reduce 
their carbon footprint. Check out the progress at www.reedycreekbabblers.com. Max has been published pre-
viously in Four and Twenty.

Sarah Provonche is a New England Yankee living in the Pacific Northwest. She loves a good root beer, choc-
olate, and cranberries. Find more of Sarah’s writing at www.batmelek.com.
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R. M. Rousseau lives in Southern California. Over the years she has worked as a translator, interpreter, free-
lance writer, and website developer. Her poetry has appeared in The Lyric, Westward Quarterly, and Haiku Journal.

Steve Shultz is a poet and journalist from Denver, Colorado. His poetry has been published in Nain Rouge, 
Four and Twenty, Tuck Magazine, and the Railroad Poetry Project. 

CD Sinex lived in rural Hokkaido for twenty years. His poems have appeared on The Icebox (Kyoto, Japan), Every 
Day Poets, Contemporary Haibun On-Line, among others. He currently lives in the Pacific Northwest.

Dr. Smita Sriwastav has published two books and has appeared in journals like the Rusty Nail, Pyrokinection, 
Jellyfish Whispers, and Contemporary Literary Review India. One of her poems was published in the Sampad and 
British Council book Inspired by Tagore. 

Judith Steele, of South Australia, is co-author of poetry in Fighting Monsters, twice winner of the Northern Terri-
tory’s Red Earth Poetry Prize, has been published in Gobshite Quarterly USA and in Australian journals and websites.
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Four and Twenty is an online poetry journal focused on short form poetry. We specifically seek out fresh and 
emerging voices to include in the journal. Our guidelines are simple. All poems must be four lines or fewer in 
length and contain no more than twenty words (hence, Four and Twenty). A new issue of the journal is released 
the third Tuesday of each month.

Publisher & Designer: Vinnie Kinsella 
Assistant Publisher & Classroom Publishing Coordinator: Kay Tracy 

Issue Editors: Kylie Byrd and Scott Parker 

FIND US ONLINE:

Website | 4and20poetry.com

Twitter | twitter.com/4and20poetry

Instagram | instagram.com/4and20poetry

Facebook | facebook.com/4and20poetry

http://twitter.com/4and20poetry
http://instagram.com/4and20poetry
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